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Abstract
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETS) have attracted a lot of 
attention dye to the popularity of mobile devices and the advances 
in wireless communication technologies.Data accessibility is often 
an important metric in a MANET.The mobility and resource 
constraints of mobile nodes may lead to network partitioning or 
performance degradation.Several data replication techniques have 
been proposed to minimize performance degradation. Most of them 
assume that all mobile nodes collaborate fully in terms of sharing 
their memory space. In reality, however, some nodes may selfishly 
decide only to cooperate partially, or not at all, with other nodes. 
These selfish nodes could then reduce the overall data accessibility 
in the network. Here, we examine the impact of selfish nodes in a 
mobile adhoc network from the perspective of replica allocation. 
We term this selfish replica allocation. In particular, we develop a 
selfish node detection algorithm that considers partial selfishness 
and novel replica allocation techniques to properly cope with 
selfish replica allocation. The conducted simulations demonstrate 
the proposed approach outperforms traditional cooperative replica 
allocation techniques in terms of data accessibility, communication 
cost, and average query delay. 
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I. Introduction
A Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is a type of  wireless  network 
that is self configuring network of  mobile nodes connected by 
wireless links and forms an arbitrary topology.Nodes are free to 
move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily; thus, the 
network  topology may change unpredictably. Such a network  
may operate in a standalone fashion, or may be  connected to the 
Internet. These networks can be quickly deployment and these 
networks use multi-hop  topologies.  It is short lived networks.
For example,a MANET can be used in special situations where 
installing infrastructure may be difficult or veen infeasible,such 
as a battlefield or a disaster area. Nodes uses any of  the routing 
algorithms presented in  to forward packets in an ad hoc 
network. 
Data accessibility is often an important performance metric in 
a MANET .Data are usually replicated at nodes, other than the 
original owners, to increase data accessibility to cope with frequent 
network partitions. A considerable amount of research has recently 
been proposed for replica allocation in a MANET.By using replica 
allocation technique can improve data accessibility and reduce 
query delay. However, if there is only limited memory space 
and many of the nodes hold the same replica locally, then some 
data items would be replaced and missing. Thus,the overall data 
accessibility would be decreased.
A node may act selfishly, i.e., using its limited resource only for its 
own benefit, since each node in a MANET has resource constraints, 
such as battery and storage limitations. A node would like to enjoy 
the benefits provided by the resources of other nodes, but it may 
not make its own resource available to help others. Such selfish 

behavior can potentially lead to a wide range of problems for a 
MANET.The selfish behavior can be eliminated by using replica 
allocation in MANETs.

Fig. 1: Example of Selfish Replica Allocation

Fig. 1, illustrates an existing replica allocation scheme, DCG [12], 
where nodes N1; N2; . . . ; N6 maintain their memory space M1; 
M2; . . . ; M6, respectively, DCG seeks to minimize the duplication 
of data items in a group to achieve high data accessibility.
Let us consider the case where N3 behaves “selfishly” by 
maintaining M3, instead of M3, to prefer the locally frequently 
accessed data for low query delay. In the original case, D3, D9, and 
D2were allocated to N3. However, due to the selfish behavior, D3, 
D5, and D2, the top three most locally frequently accessed items, 
are instead maintained in local storage. Thus, other nodes in the 
same group, i.e., N1, N2, and N4, are no longer able to access 
D9. This show cases degraded data accessibility, since N1, N2, 
and N4 cannot fully leverage N3’s memory space as intended in 
cooperative replica sharing.
As another example, a node may be only “partially selfish” in 
a MANET. For instance, node N4 may want to locally hold D2, 
one of the locally frequently accessed data items. In this case, 
N4 uses only a part of its storage for its own frequently accessed 
data, while the remaining part is for the benefit of overall data 
accessibility. Thus, N4 may decide to maintain M`4, instead of 
M4. Even with only partial selfishness, data accessibility is still 
degraded, since the other nodes in the same group, i.e., N1, N2, 
and N3, cannot access D10.
We believe that the partially selfish nodes (e.g., N4 in fig. 1) should 
also be taken into account, in addition to the fully selfish nodes 
(e.g., N3 in fig. 1), to properly handle the selfish replica allocation 
problem. We therefore need to measure the “degree of selfishness” 
to appropriately handle the partially selfish nodes. Motivated by 
this concept of “partial selfishness,” we borrow the notion of 
Credit Risk (CR) [22] from economics to detect selfish nodes. 
Since the credit risk is calculated from several selfishness features 
in this paper, it can measure the degree of selfishness elaborately.
In our scheme, a node can measure the degree of selfishness of 
another node, to which it is connected by one or multiple hops 
in a MANET.
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II. Problem Definition and Existing  System
Each node does not allocate replica in a fully distributed manner. 
Router to router communication is with selfishness factor.Selfish 
nodes could then reduce the overall data accessibility in the 
network.

A. Selfish Nodes from a Network Perspective
MANETs are divided into two categories: closed and open in the 
work [3], [24], [33]. In a closed MANET, all nodes voluntarily 
participate in and organize the network.
However, in an open MANET, which we consider in this paper, 
however, individual nodes may have different objectives. In this 
case, some nodes can be selfish to preserve their own resources.
Various techniques have been proposed to handle the problem 
of selfish behavior from the network perspective. As described 
in [33], techniques handling selfish nodes can be classified into 
three categories : reputation-based, credit-payment, and game 
theory-based techniques. In reputation-based techniques, each node 
observes the behaviors of others and uses the acquired information 
for routing [20], [21], [28]. In credit-payment techniques, each 
node gives a credit to others, as a reward for data forwarding [2], 
[30]. The acquired credit is then used to send data to others. The 
game theory-based techniques assume that all rational nodes can 
determine their own optimal strategies to maximize their profit 
[11], [29]. The game theory-based techniques want to find the 
Nash Equilibrium point [26] to maximize system performance. 
All these techniques focused on packet forwarding. In contrast, 
this paper focuses on the problem of selfish replica allocation.
The work [18] introduced several trust models and trust 
management schemes in a MANET that can help mitigate 
selfishness in a MANET. Although the work introduces several 
schemes for the detection of selfish nodes, the work also focuses 
on the selfish behavior from the network perspective, such as 
dropping or refusing to forward packets. Note that traditional 
detection techniques in a network domain cannot be directly 
applied to the selfish replica allocation problem, since  hey mainly 
make a binary decision: selfish or not, that is, forwarding data or 
not. However, we need to consider the  artial selfish behaviors 
into account in the selfish replica allocation problem.

B. Replica Allocation and Caching Techniques
In the pioneering work [12], some effective replica allocation 
techniques are suggested, including static access frequency, 
Dynamic Access Frequency and Neighborhood (DAFN), and 
dynamic connectivity-based grouping. It has been reported that 
DCG provides the highest data accessibility, while SAF incurs the 
lowest traffic, of the three techniques. Although DCG performs 
best in terms of data accessibility, it causes the worst network 
traffic. Moreover, DCG does not consider selfish nodes in a 
MANET.
The work [32] proposes data replication techniques that address 
both query delay and data accessibility in a MANET. The work 
[32] demonstrates such a trade-off and proposes techniques to 
balance it. The work [6] introduces the
cooperative caching-based data access methods, including 
CachePath, CacheData, and Hybrid. Differing from all the above-
mentioned replica allocation or caching techniques, we consider 
selfish nodes in a MANET.
The work[25] proposes conquer,a broker-based eco nomic 
incentive model for mobile peer-to-peer networks. Although the 
work[25] considers free riders to host data in mobile peer-to-peer 
networks, it assumes that all peers are trusted and they do not cheat. 

Therefore, the work focuses on encouraging peer collaboration 
because the work needs not consider node misbehavior. Conversely, 
we focus on the misbehavior of nodes. The work[34] introduced 
noncooperative behaviors in a MANET. The assumption of the 
work is that each node in a MANET is greedy and self-interested, 
similar to our work. However, the work addressed a different 
problem: whether or not the system will enter an equilibrium state. 
Furthermore, the system environment differs from our work.
In the research field of distributed databases, some strategies 
for handling selfish behavior have been proposed [7-8,15-17]. 
However, these works cannot be directly applied to a MANET, 
since they did not consider the constraints of a MANET such as 
the bandwidth limitation for the detection of selfish nodes and 
system failures due to frequent node disconnections.

III. Detecting Selfish Nodes
A selfish node may share part of its own memory space,or a small 
number of data items,like the type-3 node.In this case the size of 
shared memory space and/or the number of shared data items can 
be used to represent the degree of selfishness.
The size of Nk’s shared memory space,denoted as SSk

i ,and the 
number of Nk’s shared data items,denoted as NDk

i, observed by a 
node Ni, are used as node-specific features. Both SSk

i and NDk
i are 

Ni’s estimated values, since Nk, which may be selfish or not.For 
instance, when node Ni observes that node Nk shares large  SSk

i 
and NDk

i,node Nk may be treated as a valuable node by node Ni. 
The ratio of selfishness alarm of Nk on Ni, denoted as Pk

i, which 
is the ratio of Ni’s data request being not served by the expected 
node Nk due to Nk’s selfishness in its memory space.

By normalizing CRk
i obtain n CRk

i as follows

Algorithm 1. Pseudo code to detect selfish nodes
00: At every relocation period
01: /*Nidetects selfish nodes with this algorithm*/
02: detection(){
03: for (each connected node Nk){
04: if(nCRk

i<)Nk is marked as non-selfish; 
05: else Nk is marked as selfish;}
06:    wait until replica allocation is done;
07:    for (each connected node Nk){
08: if(Ni has allocated to Nk){
09:   NDk

i = the number of allocated replica;
10:   SSk

i = the total size of allocated     replica;}
11: else{
12:   NDk

i = 1;
13:   SSk

i = the size of a data item;
14: }}}

IV. Allocating Replica
After building the SCF-tree, a node allocates replica at every 
relocation period. each node asks nonselfish nodes within its SCF-
tree to hold replica when it cannot hold replica in its local memory 
space. Since the SCF-tree based replica allocation is performed in 
a fully distributed manner, each node determines replica allocation 
individually without any communication with other nodes.
A node can use some portion of its memory space selfishly,we may 
divide memory space Mi for replica logically into two parts:selfish 
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area Ms and public area Mp. each node may use its own memory 
space Mi freely as Ms and/or Mp.In each node, Ms will be used 
for data of local interest, while Mp for public data is asked to 
hold data by another node(s). A type-2 node uses Mi for only 
Ms,whereas a type-3 node uses Mi for Ms and Mp. Type-1 node’s 
Mi will be equal to Mp.

Algorithm 2. Pseudo code for replica allocation
00: / Ni executes this algorithm at relocation period*/
01: replica_allocation(){
02: Li= make priority(Ti

SCF);
03: for (each data item  IDi){
04: if (Msis not full)
05: allocate replica of the data to Ms;
06: else{/*Ms is full*/
07: allocate replica of the data to the target node;
08:/*the target node is selected from Li*/
09: if (Mpis not full)
10:     allocate replica of the data to Mp; } }
11: while (during a relocation period){
12: if (Nkrequests for the allocation of Dq)
13: replica_allocation_for_others(Nk, Dq); } }
14: Procedure make_priority (Ti

SCF){
15: for (all vertices in Ti

SCF){
16: select a vertex in Ti

SCF in order of BFS;
17: append the selected vertex id to Li; }
18: return Li; }
19: Procedure replica_allocation_for_others (Nk, Dq){
20: if (Nk is in Ti

SCF and Ni does not hold Dq){
21: if (Mp is not full) allocate Dq to Mp;
22: else{/*Mp is full*/
23: if (Ni holds any replica of local interest in Mp)
24: replace the replica with Dq;
25: else{
26: /* Nh is the node with the highest nCRh

i among 
the nodes which allocated replica to Mp*/
27: if(nCRh

i>nCRk
i)

28:  replace the replica requested by Nh with Dq;
29: }}}}

V. Simulation Results
Several parameters are used in our stratergy.For the selfishness 
detection algorithm, we use threshold .In building the SCF-tree,we 
use depth d.we select data accessibility as the most important 
criterion to determine the values of parameters.
We evaluate our strategy using the following four performance 
metrics:

1. Overall Selfishness Alarm
This is the ratio of the overall selfishness alarm of all nodes to all 
queries that should be served by the expected node in the entire 
system.

2. Communication Cost
This is the total hop count of data transmission for selfish node 
detection and replica allocation/relocation, and their involved 
information sharing.

3. Average Query Delay
This is the number of hops from a requester node to the nearest 
node with the requested data item. If the requested data item is 
in the local memory of a requester, the query delay is 0. We only 

consider successful queries, i.e., it is the total delay of successful 
requests divided by the total number of successful requests.

4. Data Accessibility
This is the ratio of the number of successful data requests to the 
total number of data requests.
we simulate and compare the proposed replica allocation strategies 
with the following techniques:

(i). Static Access Frequency (SAF) [12]
Each node allocates replica based only on its own access frequency, 
without considering or detecting selfish nodes. This allocation 
technique is expected to show the optimal performance in terms of 
communication cost, because the technique does not communicate 
with others to allocate replica.

(ii). Dynamic Connectivity-Based Grouping (DCG) [12]
DCG creates groups of nodes that are biconnected components 
in a network, without considering or detecting selfish nodes. In 
each group, the node, called coordinator, allocates replicas based 
on the access frequency of the group. This technique is known to 
have high data accessibility.

(iii). Dynamic Connectivity-Based Grouping With 
Detection (DCG+)
The technique combines DCG with our detection method. Initially, 
groups of nodes are created according to the DCG methodology. 
Subsequently, in each group, selfish nodes are detected based on 
our detection method. For the detection, each node in a group 
sends its nCR scores to the coordinator with the lowest suffix of 
node identifier in the group [13]. The coordinator excludes selfish 
node(s) from the group for replica allocation. As a result, only 
nonselfish nodes form a group again. The replica allocation is 
only performed within the final group without any selfish nodes. 
After replica allocation, the coordinator shares the information 
of replica allocation with group members for the subsequent 
selfishness detection.

A. Communication Cost
Communication cost decreases in every technique, except SAF, 
as the relocation period gets longer (Fig. 2(a)),
since the frequency of selfish node detections and replica allocations 
decreases with a large relocation period. As shown in fig. 6(b), 
communication cost increases as local memory size increases at 
first, but it decreases from a certain memory size (around 20 in 
our analysis) in every technique, except SAF. When the memory 
size is larger than a certain memory size, each node holds replicas 
of many data items and thus replica relocation rarely occurs.
Fig. 2(b)) clearly shows that communication cost of our techniques 
is less sensitive to the size of memory space than for DCG (or 
DCG+), since fewer replica relocations have occurred in our 
techniques than in DCG (or DCG+):(e)SCF-tree  does not change 
a lot, thus resulting in fewer replica relocations in our techniques. 
However, the DCG (or DCG+) technique is vulnerable to network 
topology changes: it should relocate replicas whenever topology 
changes. As another reason, replicas in local selfish space do not 
need to be reallocated in our techniques.
Fig. 2(c) shows that communication cost of DCG, DCG+, and 
our techniques decreases with more selfish nodes, since the 
cost in fetching replicas and/or in group communication will be 
reduced. In the DCG technique, the effective memory space in the 
entire system gets reduced due to many selfish nodes, resulting 
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in reduced cost in fetching replicas. In the DCG þtechnique, cost 
reduction is faster than in DCG, since fewer nodes participate 
in replica allocation. Note that the communication cost of our 
techniques is relatively stable. This can be explained as follows: 
the communication reduction factor is much less than in DCG 
and DCG+, and the distance between nonselfish nodes increases 
simultaneously.

Fig. 2: Communication Cost With Varying Parameters

B. Average Query Delay
Our intuition was that query delay decreases as the size of memory 
space increases. This intuition is confirmed by the results in Fig. 
3b. As the size of memory space increases, many nodes will 
accept replica allocation/relocation requests, since the size of 
public memory space increases as well. As a result, more queries 
are served by nearby nodes or locally.
Very interestingly, Fig. 3(c) shows that the performance of DCG 
and DCG+ gets worse, while the performance of our techniques 
improves slightly with more selfish nodes. We have done an in-
depth analysis for this situation. We found that, in the DCG and 
DCG+ techniques, the number of successful queries being served 
by some (nonselfish) nodes out of group’s increases with more 
selfish nodes. That is, the profit of DCG is considerably hampered 
by many selfish nodes, since the biconnected component becomes 
no effective. However, in our techniques, the number of successful 
queries being locally served increases slightly. This is because 
when the number of nodes in the SCF-tree is very small, the 
local public memory space may be used for data items of local 
interest temporarily.
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Fig. 3: Query Delay With Varying Parameters 

C. Data Accessibility
Our initial intuition was that, data accessibility is stable with 
relocation periods. This is confirmed by the results in fig. 4(a). 
Fig. 4(b) shows that data accessibility is proportional to the size 
of memory space, as expected. The performance of our techniques 
improves faster than do others, since our techniques fully utilize 
the memory space of nodes. Fig. 4(c) shows the robustness of our 
techniques with respect to varying percentage of selfish nodes. 
The profit of DCG technique is considerably hampered by selfish 
nodes, whereas the SAF technique is insensitive at all.

Fig. 4: Data Accessibility With Varying Parameters

VI. Conclusion
In replica allocation over the MANET’s we have addressed the 
problem of selfish nodes. This problem can be termed as selfish 
replica allocation which can lead to degradation of overall data 
accessibility. We have proposed a selfish node detection method. 
and novel replica allocation techniques to handle the selfish replica 
allocation appropriately. The proposed strategies are inspired by 
the real-world observations in economics in terms of credit risk 
and in human friendship management in terms of choosing one’s 
friends completely at one’s own discretion. We applied the notion 
of credit risk from economics to detect selfish nodes. Every node 
in a MANET calculates credit risk information on other connected 
nodes individually to measure the degree of selfishness. Since 
traditional replica allocation techniques failed to consider selfish 
nodes, we also proposed novel replica allocation techniques. 
Extensive simulation shows that the proposed strategies outperform 
existing representative cooperative replica allocation techniques 
in terms of data accessibility, communication cost, and query 
delay.
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